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Abstract— Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is process of detecting intrusion in database, network or any other device
for providing secure data transmission. In this paper, our purpose of IDS is to detect intrusion in network to provide safe
and intrusion free network by using Wireshark. Wireshark is used to analyze network data and then that data is classified
into normal data and abnormal data.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Intrusion detection system(IDS) is a device or software application that monitors network and system activities for malicious
activities or policy violations and produces report to a management station.
Types of IDS:
Host-Based Intrusion Detection System(HIDS) is a system in which host observes the different activities such as file
logging and many other application of relevant field and protect from other field is called host based IDS.
Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) is an independent system that monitors the network traffic and analyzes them
if they are free from attack or not. Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) is an intrusion detection system that attempts
to discover unauthorized access to a computer network by analyzing traffic on the network for malicious activity. Traffic on
the network may consist of any connection, Connectionless or connection-oriented. Connectionless use UDP protocol and
connection-oriented use TCP protocol.
II. TCP/UDP CONNECTION ESTABLISHMENT
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection is established using three steps:
1) SYN bit from host A(client) to host B(server)
2) SYN+ACK bit from host B(server) to host A(client)
3) ACK bit from host A(client) to host B(server), which is shown in Fig 1.

Fig 1 TCP connection establishment
If any of the steps in connection establishment doesn’t occur, means that connection is not established between client and
server and there is some type of intrusion in network.
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) connection follows only request and response query from sender and receiver respectively.
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III. COMPARING ALL TRAFFIC WITH TCP TRAFFIC
In the network which consists of number of communication using different protocols but maximum number of
communication uses TCP protocol. Here, in our example we take captured data and show the comparison between total
number of communications and TCP protocol communication.

Fig 2 IO graph
In Fig 2 green graph shows total traffic and red graph shows TCP Traffic which indicates that much of the traffic in network
uses TCP protocol in comparison to other protocol.
IV. INTRUSION DETECTION USING WIRESHARK
A. Intrusion Can Be Detected Using Wireshark ->Expert Info’s
The expert info’s is a kind of log of the anomalies found by Wireshark in a capture file. Each expert info will contain the
following things.
severity:
Chat (grey): information about usual workflow
e.g. a TCP packet with the SYN flag set
Note (cyan): notable things
e.g. an application returned a "usual" error code like HTTP 404
Warn (yellow): warning
e.g. application returned an "unusual" error code like a connection problem
Error (red): serious problem
e.g. [Malformed Packet]
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Fig 3 expert infos
Fig 3 shows the expert info about the communication on the network. Red packet shows that a serious problem occurred like
malformed packet.
B. Intrusion Can Be Detected Using Wireshark ->Chats
Chats for the TCP connection should contain sequence of SYN, SYN+ACK and ACK messages.

Fig 4 chats
Fig 4 shows the chat info. Here only SYN request indicates that there is no connection established (because connection
establishment requires three steps: SYN bit from host A to host B, ACK+SYN bit from host B to host A, ACK bit from host
A to host B ) So, DOS attack is detected.
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C. Firewall Can Be Applied Using Wireshark->Firewall ACL Rules
Using wireshark firewall can be applied for any of the IP address to deny/allow packet from that particular IP.

Fig 5 firewall ACL rules
Fig 5 shows the Firewall ACL (Access Control List) rules using which we can access/deny any product IPfilter, NetFilter,
Packet Filter, IPFirewall, Windows Firewall for Filter.
D. Intrusion Can Be Detected Using Wireshark->Flow Graph
Flow graph shows the communication between two or more different IP’s.

Fig 6 flow graph
Fig 6 shows TCP flow graph in which only SYN message is transmitted from client to server using different different port
number and no other message (SYN+ACK and ACK ) is transmitted between the two IP so, connection is not established
and DOS attack detected.
E. Intrusion Can Be Detected Using Wireshark->Conversations
A network conversation is the traffic between two specific endpoints. For example, an IP conversation is all the traffic
between two IP addresses.
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Fig 7 TCP conversations
Using these conversations as shown in Fig 7, we update this table by adding a column named conclusion which contain either
normal or abnormal. Firstly value of that column is set to abnormal and then based on the condition of normal behavior
conclusion column is updated. We here used the condition that if packet sent from port A to port B and from port B to port A
is not equal to zero, which means connection is established and data is transferring which shows normal behavior. Query
used for this purpose is:
Update `example1`
Set example1.conclusion='normal'
WHERE example1.PacketsA2B<>0 AND example1.PacketsB2A<>0
Where example1 is the name of the table, packetsA2B and packetsB2A are the packets sent from port A to port B and the
packets sent from port B to port A respectively.
After updating the table, we can apply any data mining technique such as association rule, classification, clustering etc to find
the rules using either Weka or Rapid Miner Tool. Here, we have first applied classification using J48 algorithm which takes
0.09sec. It is classified based on the number of packet sent, packet received and port number.

Fig 8 classification tree
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Fig 8 shows that if the port number is less than 1066 and packet sent is greater than 3,then only data sent is normal otherwise
abnormal. When the classification is made using random forest algorithm it takes more time i.e. 0.13sec. So, J48 algorithm
takes less time than random forest algorithm.
V. Conclusion
This paper detects intrusion in network for TCP protocol and detects DOS attack. In the future, we can find intrusion in
different protocol and different types of attacks in those protocols in the network.
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